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Introduction
Moustiers-Sainte-Marie is a picturesque village that is full of history located in the heart of
Provence between Les Gorges du Verdon (Verdon Gorge) and le Plateau de Valensole (Valensole
Plateau). Since 1981, Moustiers, in the department of les Alpes de Haute Provence, has been
ranked as one of The Most Beautiful Villages in France (‘Les Plus Beaux Villages de France’),
partly due to the charm of its star that hangs proudly between adjacent rock faces overlooking
the village, resembling a scene from a Provençal nativity.
During the summer season, Moustiers is pleasant place to visit, brought to life by a programme
of daytime events and evening entertainment. What is more, Moustiers is conveniently situated
near to le Lac de Sainte Croix (Lake Sainte Croix), making it easy to enjoy activities such as:
swimming, pedalo rides, canoeing, kayaking, or simply relaxing by the water’s edge basking in
the sun and taking in the beautiful landscape. Les Gorges du Verdon also offer various whitewater sports, a wide choice of walks and the possibility to go paragliding and soar like a vulture
over Europe’s biggest canyon.
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Moustiers-Sainte-Marie and surrounding area
The widely varying landscape around Moustiers makes it a great place for many outdoor
activities. Moustiers is nestled in the perfect spot, right in the heart of the Provence-AlpesCôte-d’Azur region, where Les Gorges du Verdon, Plateau de Valensole and Lac de SainteCroix meet.

PLATEAU DE VALENSOLE (Valensole
Plateau)
Famous for its lavender fields that stretch as
far as they eye can see, Le Plateau de
Valensole displays a whole rainbow of
colours as the blue hues of lavender contrast
with the colour of wheat, sunflowers,
poppies and truffle oaks.
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Gorges du Verdon (Verdon Gorge)
The river Verdon flows for about 50km
between Castellane and Le Lac de Sainte
Croix, carving a deep canyon towered by
breathtakingly high peaks that overlook the
turquoise waters.
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Lac de Sainte Croix (Lake Sainte Croix)
Boasting a surface area of 2200 hectares, le
Lac de Sainte Croix, artificially created in
1973, became one of the largest of the five
lakes in the Verdon area and the third largest
reservoir in France.
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Walking & Hiking
Moustiers-Sainte-Marie is a prime holiday destination due to its location, relief and climate.
Depending on the season, time of day or which side of the mountain you choose, there is
always a walk to do. There are 13 circular hikes of varying difficulty around Moustiers-SainteMarie and there are more than twenty in Les Gorges du Verdon alone, just waiting for you to
try them.
.

Chemin de Tréguier (Tréguier Footpath)
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Starting from La Chapelle Sainte Anne, the path takes
you through terraced olive groves (‘restanques’) that
open out onto an easily accessible footpath with
numerous information panels along the way. The final
part of the walk crosses through a ravine, Ravin de
Courchon, overlooked by limestones cliffs, then
continues up to a protruding rock face dominating the
spectacular small valley, Vallon d’Angouire and Le Lac
de Sainte-Croix.

Chemin de la Chaîne (The ‘Chain’ Footpath to
the Star of Moustiers
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For a close-up of Moustiers’s famous star, take the
path up to the rocky ledge where the chain was
anchored, so legend would have it, by a cavalier
named Blacas. This is a short, yet physicallydemanding hike that skirts sheer drops, but will give
you some amazing views over the village as well as the
Chapelle Notre-Dame de Beauvoir located a little way
beneath the star.

Tour du village par les Claux (Village circuit via
Les Claux)
An hour’s walk that takes you through a hundred-yearold olive grove offering panoramic views of the village
of Moustiers-Sainte-Marie whilst radiating the essence
of Provence.
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Les Gorges du Verdon, Verdon Gorge, is well-known among hikers because of the two GR
(Grande Randonnée – Hiking Trails) GR99 and GR4 that cross through the area. The routes
lead over ridges, peaks and protruding ledges down into the canyon. Be aware that some
footpaths are of a medium to hard level, such as le Sentier (footpath) du Bastidon and le
Belvédère de Rancoumas.
The sentier (footpath) du Bastidon can be done as a circular walk (18km, 6.5 hours). Starting
from the village of La Palud-sur-Verdon, the path takes you to le Belvédère de Mayreste.
Once at the Belvédère, you can either go back the way you came or continue along the GR4
towards La Palud-sur-Verdon.
Le Belvédère de Rancoumas path starts from Point Sublime. Where the two GR paths meet,
take ‘Le pont de Tusset’. It takes 3 hours to walk to this natural viewing point (‘belvédère’)
and back. From le Belvédère you can enjoy a panoramic view over the cliffs of Escalès.
Other hiking trails such as le sentier (footpath) du Blanc-Martel, le sentier de l’Imbut and le
Grand Margès (the mountain’s name) are for experienced hikers only. Of these paths, it is le
Blanc-Martel that will get you closest to the river Verdon. Starting from Le Chalet de la
Maline, it is a non-circular hike that is 14km long and takes roughly 6 hours to reache Le
Point Sublime. During the summer season, there is a daily shuttle bus from le Point Sublime
to le Chalet de la Maline. We recommend that hikers leave their car at le Point Sublime and
take the shuttle to le Chalet de la Maline to make the most of their day out in the heart of
Europe’s biggest canyon.

The sentier (footpath) de l'Imbut, 10km taking roughly 5 hours, is a tough and physicallydemanding path as well as one of the most beautiful walks through Les Gorges du Verdon.
The route starts from l’Auberge des Cavaliers, several kilometres after the village of Aiguines
on the D71 and leads to the Baou Béni beach, at which point you turn back and return to
where you started.
The ascent of the Grand Margès starts from the village of Aiguines. The walk is 11km and
takes roughly 5.5 hours. Park in the carpark on the right as you enter Aiguines and walk
through the village towards the Chapelle Saint Pierre. Take the right-hand path of the GR®99
and follow the signs. Return along the same path that you came.
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Le Lac de Sainte Croix (Lake Sainte
Croix)

Photo: Moustiers-Sainte-Marie Tourist Office

Hikers can enjoy beautiful circular walks
starting from Aiguines, Bauduen, SainteCroix and Moustiers-Sainte-Marie that take
them to ridges and summits overlooking
the lake. In September 2018, le ‘Tour du
Lac’, a new ‘GR de Pays’ (local circuit) was
inaugurated to enable hikers to walk round
the entire Lac de Sainte Croix. The walk
takes roughly 4 to 5 days and covers 60km
with various stopovers in the villages that
are in close proximity to the lake:
Moustiers-Sainte-Marie, Sainte-Croix du
Verdon, Bauduen and Aiguines.

Le Plateau de Valensole (Valensole
Plateau)
There are several walks starting from
Moustiers-Sainte-Marie, Riez, Puimoisson
and Valensole that you can take,
depending on the season, that will allow
you to marvel at the sea of colours of
almond blossom, lavender and sunflowers
over the plateau.
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Mountain Bike Trails
There are several biking trails in the hills
behind Moustiers-Sainte-Marie that link
up to Vénascle. Departing from Saint
Jurs, you can ride up Montdenier.
There are around thirty signposted
routes of varying difficulty in the area as
well as the TransVerdon biking trail that
comprises 260km of routes divided into
stages with stopovers descending from
the Haut Verdon into Gréoux-les-Bains.
Photo: Moustiers-Sainte-Marie Tourist Office
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Other Activities
Horse-Riding
You can find riding centres on the Route de
Vincel in the hills behind Moustiers-SainteMarie which offer donkey, pony and horserides in the local area. Take a half or a
whole day to explore the enchanting
landscape, especially the lavender fields or
perhaps trot down for a dip in Lac SainteCroix.
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Climbing
The Verdon area is every climber’s dream
due to the excellent quality of its limestone,
its huge variety of climbing routes and
locations, from modern to historical as well
as challenging routes that include sheer rock
faces, fissures and all types of gradient.
Pro-Climb in Moustiers-Sainte-Marie offers
climbing trips in the surrounding area.
Photo: Verdon Pro Climb

Water Sports
Les Gorges du Verdon (Verdon Gorge) – The
first few kilometres of the ‘Grand Canyon’
are accessible by kayak, canoe, pedalo or
electric boat. Le Base Nautique de l’Etoile
(boating centre) is situated a few metres
before le Pont du Galetas, the bridge at the
entrance to the Grandy Canyon and Le
Base Nautique La Cadeno is a real peace
haven located on one of the most beautiful
beaches of le Lac du Sainte-Croix.
Photo: Laure Roux

FAMILY OUTING
Most boats and canoes are equipped with life-jackets for children starting from aged two
years so you can enjoy sailing as a family through the beautiful turquoise waters for which
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the Verdon is so famous.

Air Sports
Take to the skies to see the patchwork quilt
fields of le Plateau de Valensole (Valensole
Plateau) and the rocky sheerness of the
Gorges contrasting with the calm blue of le
Lac de Sainte-Croix (Lake Sainte Croix).
Try parascending (‘parapente’) for a true
feeling of freedom.
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You can try tandem flights or a course that
aims to get you flying solo. There are four
take-off sites across Moustiers-Sainte-Marie
and Aiguines.

For a fast, smooth ride, you may want to try gliding. Puimoisson aerodrome offers tandem
flights for first-time flyers and a flight package that includes services such as aerotowing for
regular flyers. You can also relax and enjoy the view from a hot air balloon (4 to 6 people).
The Verdon is also a good place to practise white-water sports with various service providers
located in La Palud-Sur-Verdon and Castellane.
As you can see, Moustiers-Sainte-Marie has a whole host of activities on offer to make your
stay as pleasant as possible.
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Moustiers-Sainte-Marie
Provence, France

Office de Tourisme (Tourist Office) Opening Times – seven days a week

December, January, February:

10am to 12.30pm/ 2pm to 5pm

March, October, November:

10am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 5.30pm

April, May:

10am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 6pm

June, September:

9.30am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 6pm

July, August:

9.30am to 7pm (Monday to Friday)
9.30am to 12.30pm / 2pm to 7pm (Weekend)

NOAT Adrien – Communications Officer
Office de Tourisme de Moustiers-Sainte-Marie
Maison de Lucie – Place de l’Eglise
04360 Moustiers-Sainte-Marie
+33 (0)4 92 74 00 99 – webcom@moustiers.fr
www.moustiers.fr
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